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Abstract
A great challenge for text-to-speech synthesis is to produce ex-
pressive speech. The main problem is that it is difficult to syn-
thesise high-quality speech using expressive corpora. With the
increasing interest in audiobook corpora for speech synthesis,
there is a demand to synthesise speech which is rich in prosody,
emotions and voice styles. In this work, Self-Organising Fea-
ture Maps (SOFM) are used for clustering the speech data using
voice quality parameters of the glottal source, in order to map
out the variety of voice styles in the corpus. Subjective evalu-
ation showed that this clustering method successfully separated
the speech data into groups of utterances associated with dif-
ferent voice characteristics. This work can be applied in unit-
selection synthesis by selecting appropriate data sets to synthe-
sise utterances with specific voice styles. It can also be used
in parametric speech synthesis to model different voice styles
separately.

Index Terms: expressive speech, voice quality, audiobook,
speech synthesis

1. Introduction
A high variability in voice characteristics needs to be consid-
ered when synthesising speech from highly expressive corpora.
In this work we are interested in using audiobooks in which
a range of different voice styles are represented. Whether
recorded by a professional or not, most read aloud literature
contains a significant amount of acting from the reader. Imitat-
ing the voice of different characters in a book requires the reader
to go beyond prosodic variations of their natural voice and in-
tentionally change their voice quality to mimic different charac-
ters or express emotions. In unit-selection speech synthesis, the
different voice styles within a corpus, if not handled separately,
usually cause distortion in the synthesised speech. Similarly,
in statistical parametric speech synthesis, separate modelling of
the different voice styles in the corpus contributes to a more ac-
curate modelling of them. One of the challenges in detecting the
different voice styles is that the type of variety within a corpus
is, to a large extent, dependent on the voice characteristics and
the acting performance of the reader. A highly flexible method
is therefore needed for an accurate and reliable representation
of this variety.

One way of modelling different speaking styles in an ex-
pressive speech corpus is to predict from the text, which parts
of the audio belong to prompts of certain characters in a book,
and treat the speech material from the character roles separately
[1]. This is a rational method when dealing with monitored and
professionally recorded material. However, the speaker may
use the same voice style to represent different characters, es-
pecially in the case of freely available audiobooks recorded by

non-professionals. In addition, expression of emotions add an
extra layer of variability that is difficult to monitor with text-
based methods. Another problem is to find the best size of the
speech segments that should be used in separating the differ-
ent voice styles. It is useful to consider that the segmentation of
large audio files on exact sentence level is not a straight-forward
task [2]. Moreover, to limit the amount of changes of voice style
within an utterance, shorter segments of speech are desirable.

In this work we use a clustering method to group the differ-
ent expressive voice styles of short speech segments occurring
in a corpus using voice quality parameters. The method aims
to create clusters of short utterances that are homogeneous in
terms of the voice style of the speaker. Due to its unsupervised
nature, this method is highly flexible and thus suitable for use
on expressive corpora such as audiobooks in which little prior
knowledge about the content of the corpus exists. The parame-
ters used to detect the different voice styles in the corpus are the
voice quality parameters of the Liljencrants-Fant (LF) acoustic
model of the glottal source [3].

2. Glottal Source Parameters
2.1. Liljencrants-Fant Model

The Liljencrants-Fant (LF) model is a popular acoustic model of
the glottal source derivative, which is shown in Figure 1. Each
pitch cycle of the glottal signal with duration equal to the fun-
damental period (T0) starts at the opening instant of the vocal
folds, to, and ends at the instant of maximum negative ampli-
tude, te. The amplitude of the glottal signal is zero when the vo-
cal folds are completely closed (from tc to the end of the glottal
period). The parameter Ta = ta − tp measures the abruptness
of the closure. The other two parameters are the instant of max-
imum airflow tp and the excitation amplitude Ee.

2.2. Voice Quality Parameters of the LF-model

The LF-model can also be described by other parameters which
are correlated with voice quality characteristics. The most rel-
evant parameters are the open quotient OQ, speed quotient SQ,
and the return quotient RQ, which can be calculated from the
basic time domain parameters as follows [4]:

OQ =
te + Ta

T0
(1)

SQ =
tp

te − tp
(2)

RQ =
Ta

T0
(3)

Several studies can be found in the literature, e.g. [6, 7], which
show the correlation between these parameters and different
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Figure 1: Example of the LF-model waveform which represents
the glottal source derivative.

types of voice quality, such as breathy, tense and creaky. The
characteristics of these parameters are summarised as follows:

• OQ: measures the relative duration of the glottal pulse
to T0 and is related to the pressed-lax dimension of the
glottis. For example, OQ is typically high for breathy
(lack of tension in glottis) and low for tense and creaky.

• SQ: relates to the asymmetry of the glottal pulse and it
increases with the tension of the vocal folds and vocal
effort. For example, SQ is usually low for breathy and
high for tense and creaky.

• RQ: Measures the abruptness of the glottal closure and
it tends to increase with the loudness of the voice (vocal
effort dimension). For example, it is typically high for
breathy and low for tense and creaky.

3. Method for Separating Speech with
Different Voice Styles

An overview of the proposed method of clustering utterances
on voice quality parameters is shown in Figure 2. The different
parts of the method are described in this section.

 
Clustering 
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Figure 2: Diagram of the steps involved in the clustering of
utterances with different voice styles

3.1. Segmentation

In the process of grouping utterances according to voice style,
the size of the utterance is of high importance. Significant voice
quality and reading style changes might occur within a sin-
gle sentence. It is therefore desirable to use shorter segments
of speech, where the assumption can be made that the same
voice style is used across the whole segment. The segmenta-
tion technique used in this work consists of splitting an audio

into smaller chunks with a pause detection method that iden-
tifies regions of silence. In order to obtain better results, this
process was done with the help of manual tuning: changing the
threshold for the length and level of silence after the first seg-
mentation step in cases of longer speech segments where further
segmentation is needed. The resulting short utterances do not
always fully correspond to prosodic phrases, but abrupt changes
of voice style within a speech segment can be avoided.

3.2. Speech Feature Analysis

The parameters T0, te, Ta and tp of the LF-model, which was
described in Section 2.1, are estimated from the speech signal
using the techniques described in [5]. In this method, the glot-
tal source derivative is estimated by inverse filtering (with pre-
emphasis) the speech signal using the linear prediction (LP)
coefficients. Then, the LF-parameters are estimated from the
resulting LP residual using amplitude-based measurements. Fi-
nally, the voice quality parameters OQ, RQ and SQ are calcu-
lated from the time domain parameters of the LF-model using
(1) to (3).

Assuming that the parameters are approximately constant
over a short speech segment, the average values of the LF-
parameters were used as a meaningful indicator of the speak-
ing style of the actor in that segment. Considering the average
voice quality parameter values over a whole segment instead of
looking at the values for each individual frame ensures that we
focus on the high level changes in voice style (such as cases
when the speaker changes his voice quality to imitate a char-
acter) and avoid the effect of variations in voice quality due to
natural prosody. As the voice quality parameters are defined for
voiced speech only, zero values at the unvoiced segments were
ignored when calculating the mean.

Apart from the mean values, the measure of the variation
of the voice quality parameters within a short-time speech seg-
ment can also bear characteristics of a particular speaking style.
We therefore calculated the changes of a voice quality parame-
ter (Δ) within one utterance. For example, the Δ of the voice
quality parameter RQ, is calculated for each speech frame i, as
follows:

ΔRQ(i) =| RQ(i)−RQ(i− 1) | (4)

Accordingly, the input features for the clustering are the fol-
lowing, for each speech segment:

• mean values of the open quotient (OQ), the return quo-
tient (RQ) and the speed quotient (SQ), respectively,

• the mean of the Δ values of the OQ, RQ and the SQ,
respectively,

• mean value of the fundamental frequency (F0 = 1/T0).

3.3. Self-Organising Feature Maps

In this work, the method used to cluster different voice styles
in a corpus consists of using Self-Organising Feature Maps
(SOFM) [8]. SOFMs are particularly suitable for this task, be-
cause they contain both a topology and a distribution. Due to
the unsupervised nature of the method, no assumptions need to
be made on the input vectors. Each cluster in a SOFM is repre-
sented by a neuron with a weight and location in the network.
The weight is the physical location, expressed as a vector in the
space of features, and the position is defined by the neighbours
to which the neuron is connected to in the network.

The application of SOFMs follows three stages: training,
mapping and testing, the third of which is optional. In the train-
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ing phase, the positions of the neurons in the network are ini-
tialised based on a topological function, connecting it with the
physically closest neighbours in the network. The network is
then presented with input vectors from the training set. Using
a competitive learning algorithm, developed by Kohonen in [9],
the weight of the neuron is optimised by the smallest Euclidean
distance to the input vector, as well as the neighbours of this
neuron that lie within a specified area. Through many itera-
tions, the network will cover the topology input space, while
retaining a meaningful relation between neighbouring neurons.
An additional useful feature of SOFM is that multidimensional
features can be illustrated in a two dimensional map.

Figure 4 represents a distance map of the neighbouring
clusters. The hexagonals are the clusters resulting from train-
ing on the input variables, in this case the voice quality param-
eters. Connections between clusters that are further apart are
represented in darker colours. Outliers in the input data and
groups of clusters can be identified using this representation.
After clustering, each input vector is associated with its cluster,
the size of that cluster, and the location of that cluster in relation
to any other cluster, in terms of both Euclidean distance and in
number of intermediary clusters.

4. Experiments Using Audiobooks
4.1. Clustering of voice styles

4.1.1. Corpus

For this experiment we used a 50 minute long freely available
audiobook from Librivox.org (using 128kbps MP3-file), read
by a North-American male speaker [10]. The genre of the au-
diobook is drama (read by one person only), which ensures a
significant amount of variability in voice style, as the speaker
expresses emotions and imitates different characters. The cor-
pus was recorded in one session, and was originally one single
file. With the pause detection method described in Section 3.1,
we segmented the recording into 1736 utterances, where the av-
erage duration was 1.6 seconds.

4.1.2. Results

For these utterances, the voice quality parameters were esti-
mated for each 10 ms frame of speech. The F0 values were ex-
tracted using the ESPS pitch tracker get f0 [11]. The estimated
LF-model parameters and the fundamental frequency were used
to calculate the 7 parameters described in Section 3.2. Then,
they were used for clustering the corpus with the SOFM method
described in Section 3.3.

Figure 3 displays the distribution of the utterances across
the clusters. The distances between the clusters (hexagonals)
are illustrated in Figure 4 using different colors. By looking at
the neighbouring distances of the clusters, assumptions can be
made about how different the utterances are in terms of voice
quality. In this case, the clusters positioned on the upper right
side of the network show more similarity to each other, whereas
on the lower left side of the network, the clusters are further
apart. It can be assumed therefore, that clusters on the upper
right side of the network are the ones that contain the utterances
spoken with a more neutral voice style, while the rest of the
clusters contain the more expressive parts of the corpus. This
assumption was confirmed by our informal listening test, where
it was clear that the clusters on the upper right contained the
more neutral sounding utterances (circled in black). A signifi-
cant amount of acting takes place in the recording, because of

15 32 62 113 77

39 82 63 126 49

40 50 93 60 114

79 77 81 48 102

83 75 73 68 35

Figure 3: Distribution of utterances in the SOFM. The numbers
correspond to the number of speech segments associated with a
cluster.

Figure 4: Neighbouring distances in the SOFM. The larger
distances between the clusters are represented with darker
colours connecting the hexagonals. The lighter colours repre-
sent smaller distances between the clusters.

the genre of the corpus (drama). Therefore, the more neutral
clusters are not signficantly larger than the ones containing the
different expressive voice styles.

For this corpus, 25 clusters were suitable, but the method
is not bound to the number of clusters: they can be changed
according to need. By increasing the number of clusters we
will have more similar sounding clusters, while lowering the
number of clusters will result in more variation within a cluster.

4.2. Separation of Speech from Different Speakers

To provide an objective measure showing that the different clus-
ters stand for different voice styles, an additional experiment
was carried out, applying the proposed clustering method for
the task of separating speech from two different speakers. For
this purpose, two sets of 750 utterances were selected ran-
domly from two different audiobooks, (also originating from
Librivox.org) both read by North American male speakers. The
same clustering method was applied to these corpora, with the
objective of separating the utterances originating from the dif-
ferent speakers. The only difference in the clustering method
was that the mean of the fundamental frequency was not in-
cluded in the input feature vector. The explanation for this is
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that the fundamental frequency is not a good feature for differ-
entiating between the two speakers due to the highly expressive
nature of the corpora (both audiobooks). That is, the F0 vari-
ations due to expressive speech styles are relatively high com-
pared to the F0 range characteristic of the speakers for neutral
speech. The SOFM with 25 neurons succeeded in this task of
separating the utterances of different speakers with 95.2% ac-
curacy. This accuracy was calculated by assigning each cluster
to a speaker and counting the number of utterances attributed to
the wrong speaker. The distribution of the utterances of the two
speakers across the clusters is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Illustration of the clusters obtained using SOFM for
a corpus containing speech from two speakers. The two images
show the distribution of the speech segments from each speaker
along the clusters.

Similarly to the results presented in Section 4.2.2, the re-
sults of this experiment support the hypothesis that the clusters
obtained using voice quality parameters over short speech seg-
ments do in fact represent differences in voice characteristics.

5. Subjective Evaluation
5.1. Evaluation Design

The goal of the subjective evaluation was to assess whether lis-
teners perceive speech segments from the same cluster to be
similar in voice style. In other words, we were interested in
how different utterances from different clusters sounded to a
listener. Five clusters were selected for the evaluation. The
criterion for this selection was to choose clusters that were far
apart from each other. This was done by consulting the matrix
of neighbouring distances. The evaluation set consisted of ten
randomly selected utterances from each of these clusters. The
evaluation was an AB listening test. It consisted of 40 trials (20
trials repeated twice in random order). In each trial, the par-
ticipants were presented with three stimuli: a reference sample
and two samples (A and B). One of the A-B samples originated
from the same cluster as the reference, the other from a different
cluster. The subjects were asked to judge which of the two test
utterances sounded more similar to the reference utterance, in
terms of voice characteristics. They were also asked to ignore
the length and the content of the utterances.

5.2. Results of the Evaluation

The subjective evaluation was completed by 26 participants.
The listeners selected the A/B sample from the same cluster as
the reference in 81.4% of the cases. The result is statistically
significant with a 95% confidence interval of [78.9%, 83.8%]
and p-value ≤ 0.0001. This result shows that the clustering
technique used in this work can be used to successfully sepa-
rate groups of sentences associated with different voice styles.
Also, the voice style of the utterances seems to be fairly con-

sistent within a cluster. The utterances used in the listening test
are available at: http://muster.ucd.ie/∼eva/Interspeech2011

6. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we grouped utterances from an expressive speech
corpus into clusters associated with different voice styles. This
was performed using SOFMs for clustering and voice quality
parameters of the LF-model as speech features. An objective
experiment showed that the mean values of the voice quality
parameters and the mean values of the respective deltas over
a short speech segment were indicative of the different voice
styles in the corpus. This was confirmed by a perceptual eval-
uation. Results showed that utterances originating from differ-
ent contexts were often grouped together based on the highly
similar voice styles with which they were spoken. This would
have been difficult to achieve with text-based classification tech-
niques commonly used when dealing with audiobooks. We con-
clude that the flexible and unsupervised clustering method han-
dles this side of the problem well. The main application area of
the clusters in different voice styles in open source audiobook
recordings is speech synthesis. In future work, the we plan to
implement the information from the voice quality clusters in
both unit-selection and statistical parametric speech synthesis-
ers.
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